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QUESTION: 42
You are an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) developer working on a new solution,
and you need to use a custom icon. What should you create to add this icon to the
solution?

A. a reference to the icon in the project
B. an Image folder, and then add the icon
C. a tile item in the model
D. a resource item in the model

Answer: B

QUESTION: 43
You manage a Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail environment. You are preparing to
deploy packages. Which two types of items can you deploy as a package? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.

A. a binary hotfix to the Application Object Server (AOS) runtime components
B. an updated Dynamics 365 for Retail customization package
C. a Microsoft Dynamics 365 Language Pack
D. a Retail Software Development Kit (SDK)

Answer: A

QUESTION: 44
You manage package deployments for a Microsoft Dynamic 365 environments, and you
need to determine if a package rebuild is necessary. Which scenario requires a package
rebuild?

A. You want to re-run a build due to warnings that appear in the Error List pane
concerning best practice.
B. You want to force a build of all objects, regardless of whether they have changed.

C. You want to build dependent and reference models at the same time.
D. You cannot set the Synchronize database on the Build Property to True.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 45
You are working in a Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations environment
that has a Dock site and a Plant site. The Dock site contains one warehose, and the plant
site contains three warehoses. You want to create a new security role. When users
assigned to this security role view the InventLocation from, they should only be able to
view the warehose that is in the Dock site. Which security framwork should you use to
accomplish this goal?

A. OAuth 2.0 Authorization
B. Table Permission Framework
C. Record-Level Security Framwork
D. Extensible Data Security Framwork

Answer: A

QUESTION: 46
You are planning to use X++ to develop a solution that will update multiple records.
You need to ensure that if the solution attempt to modify records that are currently being
edited by a user, the operation will be retried. Which type of exception should you
handle?

A. UpdateConflict
B. CodeAccessSecurity
C. UpdateConflictNotRecovered
D. Deadlock

Answer: A

QUESTION: 47
Employees who use a Cloud point-of-sale (POS) at a store report that the product
information is not current. There is not Retail Store Scale Unit deployed at the store, and
you suspect that the scheduler job that updates products information has failed.
Which two actions can you take to check the status of the scheduler job? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.

A. In Event Viewer, look at the Commerce-Retail Server event log for an event that
references the job.
B. In Lifecycle Services (LCS), look in Environment monitoring, and search Activity for
the batch job that includes the scheduler job.
C. In Retail Headquarters, look at the history of the distribution schedule that includes
the scheduler job.
D. In the Cloud POS, look at the Database Connection status screen for the job.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 48
You are developing a Fleet management module for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance
and Operations. You create an FM Vehicle table to store information that specific to
each Vehicle on your fleet. Now, you need to create a form that allows user to view and
edit all of the information related to a Vehicle. Which from pattern should you use to
accomplish this goal?

A. Workspace Operational
B. List Page
C. Dialog - Basic
D. Details Master

Answer: B

QUESTION: 49
You are writing a JSON- based custom service to consume a new data entity.
You need to expose the data entity to the OData service. What should you do on the data
entity to achieve this goal?

A. Set the PrimaryKey to EntityKey
B. Set the visible property to Yes
C. Set the IsPublic property to Yes
D. Set the DataMangementEnabled to Yes

Answer: D
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